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Preface

For me this thesis was an usual step into my love of picture books. In this
thesis was my desire to give aesthetic form to ideas that enable others to know
their inner life while also contributing some beauty to the page. I also wanted
a story that explored complex topics like anger or what it means to reconcile.
Other times I wanted this story to be a reminder that it’s good to be alive.
What came together was a story I called, “The Giving Boy” in respectful tribute
to the classic “The Giving Tree” by Shel Silverstein. My sources of
inspiration, however, were quite different. The work of artists and
photographers like Franscisco Zuniga, Nacho Lopez, and Elinor Carucci informed
the gestures and styles of this story, and time at the Arnold Arboretum at
Harvard University also deeply shaped the kind of story I wanted to create.
Finally, my own grandmothers, Ana Carlotta Salido-Graue and Maria Luisa
Alba-Fisher, who each died this year of the COVID-19 global pandemic, brought
additional spirit and love to this creative process.

This contribution to the library of Harvard University is a glimpse into that
creative process; the sketches, drafts, and developing ideas of my thesis
unfold in the pages below. In other words, I am submitting something
incomplete. Due to the volume of the library’s collection and the digital
storage of this deeply specific document, I don’t expect anyone to actually
review this document at the library in the years to come, and in some ways,
this contribution is a purely symbolic gesture from my program to celebrate my
work. At the same time, however, I take delight knowing that something as
incomplete and unpolished as this thesis will find a home at this university’s
esteemed collection. I confess I secretly hope that someone finds it, and finds
company in the struggle to create something new and personal, amid all this is
already perfected, polished, and complete here at Harvard University.

With gratitude and love to all
who supported me these past
three years,

Steven Salido Fisher
Master of Divinity 2021
Harvard Divinity School



Figure 1. 2018 drafts to discern my illustrative style during the course
“Introduction to Ministry.”



Figure 2. 2018 draft to further capture my illustrative style during the course
“Introduction to Ministry.”





Figure 3. Impressions of sadness and heartbreak I attempted to refine during my
own heartbreak in 2020.





Figure 4. Study of the character “Abuela” cradling her infant grandson in a
meadow.





Figure 4. Abuela is angry.



Figure 5. Notes and draft for the text of “The Giving Boy.”





Figure 6. Thesis submission draft of Abuela holding her infant grandson at the
roots of a great tree.



Figure 7. Abuela plays with her toddler-aged grandson.



Figure 8. Abuela finds her beloved killed by her adult grandson.



Figure 9. Abuela and grandson, much older,bravely reunite at the site of much
shared love and pain.




